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Genocide takes so many forms.

It is the destruction of water treatment plants and the ensuing diseases which incubate and
spread disease thanks to the Zionist-imposed filth.

.

.

.
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It is the destruction of hospitals and the on-going Zionist-imposed siege which deprives
patients of needed medications and health care for chronic illnesses.

It is the bombs and bullets which kill civilians as policy, buries them alive as policy.[1]

It  is the media messaging which counts only civilians who interface with hospitals and
necessarily undercounts the dead and dying, and all those killed by the Western-supported
Zionist genocide.[2]

But it is also the deliberate attack on universities, none of which exist now in Gaza. Zionists
have destroyed all Palestinian universities.
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All of this is part of the genocide tool kit.  All of it is designed to eradicate everything
Palestinian from Palestine.

All of it is supported by Western governments.

Shame on us.

*
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